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Bike Rack Weight Policy 

Message on behalf of the Trustees and the Committee: 

 

Everyone will be aware of the complex situation that created such challenges in the last summer, and 

the period where we had to stop using bikes at all.  

  

Since then as a group we have looked very closely at box weights, bike manufacturers max rack 

weights (excluding Paniers), and how we can show we are taking the appropriate level of care to 

protect our riders, the liability on our Trustees and those around us. 

  

Max blood box weights are calculated and have been tested to be: 

  

1. Bedford Box 12kgs max 

2. Other blood and Platelet boxes 10kgs max 

3. Other Plasma 7kgs max 

4. Milk boxes are not affected 

  

Those boxes are rarely full to maximum, but SERV can never be sure on the actual content, so it is 

deemed reasonable to apply a +/-10% variation from the maximum expected weights above.  

  

Therefore bikes with a maximum rack weight of 11kgs would still be permitted to carry the 12kgs 

Bedford Box, and likewise with other box types. 

  

We currently have around 60 active bikers, a few have not yet declared any weights and have to be 

considered in the most limiting group as a result, until their weights are shared with me and recorded.  

 

Using groups ‘A’, ‘B’ etc. as shown below, the rota will be marked against the mobile number with the 

group each rider is in.  

 
 

Controllers shall consider this when making requests, and riders will be asked to either use a car or 

decline the request if the request made exceeds that group. 

  

1. Group A: Max carriage 11kgs or more (32 riders in this group)  

• Can do everything including Bedford 

2. Group B: Max carriage 9kgs but less than 11kgs (15 riders in this group) 

• Anyone in this group can do Samples, Blood, Platelets and FFP, basically everything 

but not Bedford 

3. Group C: Max carriage 6kgs but less than 9kgs (3 Riders in this group) 

• Anyone in this group can do Samples, FFP only 

4. Group D: Max carriage less than 6kgs: (1 riders only) 

• Anyone in this group can only carry samples by bike 

5. Also Group D: by default due not data supplied: (9 bikes) 
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• No weight declared so by default falls also in to Group D as most limited and samples 

only 

  

We fully understand this adds complexity and on behalf of the Trustees apologise for making life more 

difficult, but for all the reasons that have been discussed this has to be introduced. This is of course a 

‘Bike’ limitation and changes nothing to the use of ’Cars’. 

 

Ian Hunt 

SERV Herts and Beds - Deputy Chair 

Ianphunt58@gmail.com 

 


